
TRAFFIC CALMING 
CITY OF MYRTLE BEACH



Changing Behavior Through 
Physical Design

 Speeding and cut through traffic in residential 
neighborhoods is of concern to city staff and residents. 

 Pedestrians and cyclists feel safer when motorists are 
moving more slowly. 

 It will take a collaborative effort to slow motorists down 
and allow pedestrians and cyclists to feel more safe.



What is “Traffic Calming”?

 Improving safety for motorists, pedestrians and cyclists

 The combination of mainly physical measures that

 reduce motor vehicle speeds

 reduce accidents

 improve air quality

 reduce noise

 alter driver behavior to move more slowly especially in 
residential areas

 improve conditions for non-motorized street users

 Special consideration needs to be put on street and right-
of-way maintenance during the design phase.



The 5 E’s of Traffic Calming

 Education

 Encouragement 

 Enforcement

 Engineering

 Evaluation



Why do we need Traffic 
Calming?

 Slows motorists down

 Lowers traffic accidents

 Improves safety and convenience for pedestrians and other 
non-motorists

 Increases shared roadway use

 Enhances aesthetic values

 Neighborhood revitalization and stability

 Improves air quality and noise reduction

 Fuel reduction

 Continues the accommodation of motor vehicle traffic

 Creating an environment that deters criminal activity



How Can Traffic Calming 
Deter Crime?

 Crimes are related to poor street environments

 Traffic calming helps eliminate speeding traffic and could 
reduce stopped traffic

 Increases the presence of pedestrians, cyclists, and other 
roadway users

 Increases natural surveillance by increasing the presence of 
people

 Creates private renovations and property improvements

 Increases the sense of community

 Added public improvements are requested 

 Landscaping public spaces create coherence and identity

 All this leads to a renewed sense of pride and self esteem 
in the community



How is Traffic Calming Done?

 Raising the surface of the street

 Adding medians, traffic circles or other structures that 
motorists must maneuver around 

 Narrowing the street



Why not stop signs or traffic 
signals?

 These are designed to control the flow of traffic, not as 
speed control or pedestrian safety devices

 These have shown to make the problem worse. Drivers 
will speed off after stop signs to make up time or speed 
up to make it thru a traffic signal. 



Examples of Traffic 
Calming Devices



RAISED CROSSWALK
NORTH OCEAN BOULEVARD



RAISED CROSSWALKS

 Essentially speed humps at crosswalk locations

 Provides speed control

 Greater pedestrian safety

 30 miles per hour (MPH) or less & two lane roads

 Traffic volume less than 4,000 annual average daily 
traffic (AADT)

 Use when average speed is 5 MPH over posted or 85th

percentile exceeds posted by 10 MPH

 Provide warning signage



RAISED INTERSECTION
67TH AVENUE NORTH & PORCHER DRIVE



RAISED INTERSECTIONS

 Elevates the intersection up to the grade of the 
sidewalk

 Functions as a speed table reducing vehicle speeds

 Enhances the pedestrian crossings and environment

 Encourages motorists to yield

 30 MPH or less two lane roads

 Traffic volume less than 4,000 AADT

 Use when average speed is 5 MPH over posted or 85th

percentile exceeds posted by 10 MPH

 Provide warning signage



SPEED HUMPS
CURRENTLY NONE IN THE CITY



SPEED HUMPS

 NOT SPEED BUMPS

 More attractive and effective than speed bumps

 Speed control

 Can be adjusted in size and shape to obtain desired 
speed

 30 MPH or less two lane roads

 Traffic volume less than 4,000 AADT

 Use when average speed is 5 MPH over posted or 85th

percentile exceeds posted by 10 MPH

 Provide warning signage



SIDEWALK EXTENSIONS
HOWARD AVENUE & REED STREET



SIDEWALK EXTENSIONS 

 Narrows the intersections

 Brings the curbing out toward the roadway to cover on-
street parking

 Improves pedestrian safety by reducing time they are in 
street

 Reduces crossing distance

 Improves the ability of pedestrians and motorist to see 
each other



MINI TRAFFIC CIRCLES



MINI TRAFFIC CIRCLES

 Small roundabouts that are placed in the center of 
intersections

 Residential streets and neighborhoods

 Replaces traffic lights or stops signs at intersections

 Improves intersection safety

 Decreases speed

 Improves traffic flow

 Deters larger vehicles from entering residential 
neighborhoods



ROUNDABOUT
FRED NASH BOULEVARD



ROUNDABOUT WITH SPLITTER ISLANDS
FRED NASH BOULEVARD



ROUNDABOUTS

 Circular intersection

 Right turns only for entry and exit

 Three to six legs 

 Entry yield control

 Replaces traffic lights or stops signs at intersections

 Improves intersection safety

 Lowers speed

 Improves functionality

 Designed with a mountable inner apron for larger 
vehicle usage



LANDSCAPE MEDIANS
CARVER STREET



MID-BLOCK CROSSING
NORTH OCEAN BLVD



MEDIANS

 Islands located in the center of the roadway

 Separates opposing traffic movements

 Can be raised or flush with roadway

 Concrete or pavement markings

 Landscaped or other designed ideas

 Can be designed as a safe refuge for pedestrians or 
cyclists

 By themselves not very effective in slowing traffic



Traffic Calming 
Devices To Be 
Added to City 

Streets



RAISED INTERSECTION
 Yorkshire Parkway & Paddington Street



RAISED INTERSECTION
 Yorkshire Parkway & Shire Way



RAISED INTERSECTION
 Yorkshire Parkway & Meyers Avenue



RAISED INTERSECTION
 Pampas Drive & Meyers Avenue / Swallow Avenue



RAISED INTERSECTION
 Pampas Drive & Howard Avenue / Mallard Lake Drive



RAISED INTERSECTION



MINI TRAFFIC CIRCLE
 Intersection of Yaupon Drive & 19th Avenue South

Estimated Schedule
• Survey by 5/21/18
• Plans by 8/1/18
• Bid Opening by 

9/1/18
• Construction start 

9/17/18
• Construction finish 

10/17/18



QUESTIONS ?


